Kmenard 2: Oklahoma

Angela Hoover: Arizona!

Simon Harris: England!

Kmenard 2: Katrina

Kevin Love: http://gigamacro.com/

Sandra Brantley: I really like that you don't have to move the specimen around in order for the camera to get all the views. Gil, you know I'm going to ask this - what about specimens in alcohol?

Kmenard 2: agreed :)

Sandra Brantley: Hand sanitizer is good; what kind of container are the specimens in or just in a blob of hs?

Sandra Brantley: Thanks Gil - right now we take everything out of the vials - very time-consuming.

Sandra Brantley: We also have a parasitology division that could use this, both bright- and dark-field.

Pam: Sorry I came in late, so I'm wondering if there was a discussion on whether the photo storage is in-house or if they are web-based and then stored off-site somewhere? Amazing photos!

Graham: We'll come back to that in a moment Pam

Pam: Ok. Great. Thanks!

Pam: Right. Thanks for going over this again.

Kmenard 2: what is the average amount of images that are used in stacks? I know its variable, but what sort of computational ability is a base requirement for this system?

Kmenard 2: (RAM, etc.)

Kmenard 2: yes :)

Kmenard 2: I guess I am just wondering what computer you'd need to handle these massive amounts of images

Kmenard 2: thank you :).

Kmenard 2: thank you

Pam: That would be fantastic! Thanks Gil.

Sandra Brantley: Thanks Gil - that will keep us from blitzing Andy with questions!
Sandra Brantley: I'll tell him you said that.

Gil Nelson: http://gigapan.com/gigapans/159230
https://sites.psu.edu/frost/2014/07/22/latest-ode-imaging-test/
https://sites.psu.edu/frost/2014/07/09/odes-on-the-verge-of-royal-treatment/

Gil Nelson: http://gigapan.com/gigapans/159230

Gil Nelson: https://sites.psu.edu/frost/2014/07/22/latest-ode-imaging-test/

Gil Nelson: https://sites.psu.edu/frost/2014/07/09/odes-on-the-verge-of-royal-treatment/

Gil Nelson: http://gigapan.com/gigapans/143676

Gil Nelson: last link is slides

Sandra Brantley: Thanks - will pass info on to parasit folks

Pam: I know folks at ECN would be interested as well!!!

Pam: Yes. That would be great!

Pam: Nov. 15 & 16

Pam: Thank you!

John Morse: Marti Louw, John Wenzel, and I are proposing to present a paper at ECN about the gigapan imaging we are doing at Powdermill.

Graham: graham@gigamacro.com

Graham: and naomi@gigamacro.com

Sandra Brantley: Super images! Thank you.

Graham: gene@gigamacro.com

Pam: Ok. yes. John Wenzel has been confirmed for ECN, so great! Thanks John!

Simon Harris: Thanks - very interesting

Graham: Thanks for your time folks.

Angela Hoover: Thank you!